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Graden’s Vision, Mission, and Values

Vision

Building Successful Leaders * Each Student * Every Day

Mission

Graden Elementary School’s mission is to provide a positive learning
environment where students  achieve academic excellence and personal

success. Students will know and apply essential skills for working and
contributing in a diverse global society.

At Graden, we value…
● Continuous Growth
● Equity & Inclusion
● Collaboration
● Leadership

● Authentic Relationships
● Student-Driven Instruction

Our Purpose

At Graden, PBIS is used to enhance the academic, social, emotional, and
behavioral development of all students by developing a common language that

outlines clear and well-defined behavior expectations within our building.
These behavior expectations are explicitly taught at the beginning of the school

year and reinforced on an as-needed basis to aid in cultivating a high trust,
low-stress environment to foster a sense of belonging amongst our students.

Positive behavior is positively reinforced in our Hornet reward system to
continue to promote our expectations.G
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Behavior Belief Statements

Park Hill School District 8 Belief Statements
1. All behavior is communication.
2. All behavior is learned, and positive behavior can be taught.
3. Teaching both positive and academic behavior is our responsibility.
4. Positive student-teacher relationships are essential to student success.
5. Every student is deserving of positive relationships with sta�, regardless

of behavior.
6. Proactive practices are more e�ective than punitive practices at

promoting positive behaviors.
7. Individual student needs require unique approaches.
8. When students engage in inappropriate behavior, they must be

empowered to make things right, which may include experiencing
natural consequences.

At Graden Elementary School, we believe:

#1: Behavior is communication.
#2: All students deserve a positive relationship.
#3: Students can make things right.
#4: Behavior is communicating a need to all of us.
#5: Positive behavior can be taught.
#6: Students can learn to “own their actions.”

All School Daily Pledge

Students and sta� recite the
Graden Pledge as a class each morning

during the announcements.
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Schoolwide Behavior Expectations Matrix

The Hornet Expectations Matrix is displayed in strategic places around the
building and in every classroom. The matrix outlines our four Hornet

Expectations and incorporates common language depicting what is expected of
students in di�erent settings around the school. These expected behaviors are

taught and reinforced through our PBIS lesson plans and recognition.
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Schoolwide Behavior Expectation Lesson Plans

Behavior Expectation Lesson Plans should be taught during HORNET DAYS at
the start of the school year and reviewed after Winter/Spring breaks or as
needed.

PBIS Lesson Plans – Hornet Days

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1a7FHrgaLy2kww4WI5BJ3bYM8pxdVBTB2?usp=share_link
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Schoolwide Expectations

Voice/Volume Levels

0 = No Talking
1 = Whisper

2 = Table Talk
3 = Speaker

Line Basics
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Schoolwide Conflict Resolution Strategy: Talk it Out

The “Talk It Out” method is used schoolwide to teach into healthy conflict
resolution skills. This method gives students the opportunity to advocate for
themselves and be responsible problem solvers when it comes to navigating

their feelings and conflict.

Safe Seat

All classrooms are expected to have a visible “Safe Seat” where students can go
to de-escalate, process, make things right, and safely reintegrate back into the

learning environment.
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Schoolwide Incentives for Positive Behaviors

Schoolwide Individual Incentive Pilot Spring 2023

During the 2023 Spring semester, a strategic group of teachers and sta� will be
piloting the PBIS Rewards application for the purposes of future

implementation of consistent positive reinforcement practices schoolwide.
The piloting team will be responsible for implementing PBIS Rewards

components with classrooms, analyzing sta� feedback throughout the
semester, exploring options for parent interaction, and preparing for future

schoolwide implementation with fidelity.

Classroom Reward Lotus

The schoolwide classroom reward lotus  is a goal-setting tool with tangible
incentives for whole class desired behavior. It is cashed in upon completion of
a “BINGO!” when a class has achieved the monthly behavior expectation goal.
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Schoolwide Recognition for Positive Behavior

Spotted Leaders

Given monthly schoolwide (implemented 5+ years ago), a student is “spotted”
being a leader by a sta� member. The student receives a “spot” describing why
they are being recognized. These are displayed on the “Spotted Leader”
bulletin board. Students select rewards from the choice menu.
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Leaders in the HIVE

Given monthly schoolwide (implemented 2021-2022 school year), students
selected take a group picture that is displayed underneath the “Leaders in the
Hive” bulletin board. Students receive a positive card displayed on board, as
well as a special pencil. Additionally, Leaders in the Hive are recognized and

get to participate in a game or fun activity during schoolwide assemblies.

That Was Awesome Cards

These cards are given at any time (implemented 2020-2021 school year).
Students receive a positive phone call home from the principal and receive a
special lanyard. Sta� can receive this as well. Subsequent winners receive a
hornet pin for their lanyard.
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School Bus Rewards

When students follow expectations on the bus, they receive tickets and place
them in their bus buckets. Each Friday, a member of the bus supervision sta�
will count the tickets and log the progress on the laminated sheets above each
bucket. When goals are met, the bus supervision sta� will facilitate the reward

events for the specific students on those buses.
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Guiding Hand
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Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS-behavior)

Tier I: Universal systems that are provided to all students to prevent behavioral
challenges. Assessments are included in big five data reports.

Tier II: Specialized interventions for learners who are at-risk for behavioral
and or social di�culties. These include classroom and small group
intervention strategies including social skills groups, daily check-in with an
adult, classroom behavior interventions, proactive breaks, self-monitoring,
and targeted social skills instruction. Interventions are developed and
implemented by teams including classroom teachers, counselors, support
sta�, and other sta� members as needed. Assessments in addition to those in
Tier I include bi-monthly progress reviews and review of data to guide
intervention.

Tier III: Individual Structured Interventions for students with intensive or
chronic behavior challenges. These include individualized plans with specific
target behaviors based on the function of the behavior, behavior goals,
environmental supports, reinforcement strategies, and reactive strategies for
ongoing behavioral di�culties. Interventions may include a daily behavior
plan, individual/visual schedules including If-Then strategies, individual
reinforcement systems, social stories, and targeted teaching of social skills
including conflict resolution, coping strategies, and relationship skills.
Interventions are developed and implemented by the Student Support Team
including classroom teachers, administrators, counselor, school
psychologists, and other school sta� as needed. Assessments are based on
progress toward goals and are reviewed frequently to guide intervention.
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Discouraging Inappropriate Behaviors
Even with the most consistent implementation of schoolwide practices (i.e.,

clarifying, teaching and consistently and positively recognizing desired
behaviors), some students will still make social behavioral learning errors.

Generally, learners fail to use expected behaviors for one of two reasons:

1) absence of knowledge or insu�cient understanding of when to use the
expected behavior, a skill deficit (“can’t do”), or

2) the social skills are known but there is a failure to perform the expected
behavior at acceptable levels or in the correct circumstance, a performance
deficit (“won’t do”) (Gresham, Sugai & Horner, 2001).

Many students do not know how to perform the expected behavior
appropriately, or don’t know it well enough to routinely use it at the
appropriate times. Either problem–skill deficit or performance
deficit–requires more teaching, practice, and feedback to resolve.

Terms Related to Discouraging Inappropriate Behavior

● Punishment – a consequence that decreases the likelihood the problem
behavior will recur.

● Vulnerable Decision Point (VDP) – When a problem behavior occurs, the
point when a teacher realizes they may be vulnerable to a biased
response.

● Implicit Bias – an unconscious association with some groups based on
stereotypes that are activated involuntarily and without an individual’s
awareness or intentional control.
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Considerations when Correcting Behavior
● CONSISTENCY. Misbehavior can occur in all school settings and

therefore, all sta� need to respond consistently. It is less important what
the agreed upon response is than that something is consistently utilized.
Consistency is one of the main keys to changing behavior.

● USE LEAST INTRUSIVE STRATEGY. The disruptive influence of the
teacher’s response should be no greater than the disruption of the
student. Sta� will want to use strategies that are least intrusive for the
behavior, its frequency or severity.

● SPECIFIC, YET BRIEF. Specific descriptions of the behavior and
expectations help students to know exactly what is expected. With
specific descriptions, you are using the inappropriate behavior as an
incidental teaching opportunity. Be short and concise, and then
disengage quickly. Address the concern as a learning error and use the
same objective and targeted feedback you would use with an academic
error.

● QUIET, RESPECTFUL INTERACTION WITH THE STUDENT. First, make
quiet contact in close proximity with the student, securing their
attention. Next, state your request or redirect in a respectful,
matter-of-fact manner to encourage compliance and relationship
building. A private, quiet, personal contact will help with compliance as
well as relationships.

● REFOCUS CLASS IF NEEDED. If the inappropriate behavior will require a
bit of time, first refocus the attention of the class to their tasks at hand.
Then deal privately with the student. Most correction strategies can be
handled within the classroom or setting, while still maintaining respect
for the student and the learning of the entire class.
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Major/Minor Behavior Document

This document outlines processes and procedures for responding to various
inappropriate behaviors that may arise.

Major and Minor Behavior Continuum Link

Behavior Reflection Sheets

Behavior Reflection Sheets help students identify emotions, take ownership of
the problem, and create a successful plan for the future.

Links:
K-2 Reflection Sheets
3-5 Reflection Sheets

(insert image of k-2
document)

(insert image of 3-5
document)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GSUkUXEFg--Mb_OaZUd7nQ5bMCFzv41B/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1odQB_qZ4bM7NmXoN_kP0_q3BBoZEBPoI/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kcpu1PfOEmid_ra8mfMm3Wxw4n7OwPuR/view?usp=share_link
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Minor Behavior Google Form

Sta� submits frequent minor misbehaviors (and corrections) into a Google
form that is submitted to the Counselor and Recovery Room Interventionist

(daily).

O�ce Discipline Referral

ODRs are located in the front o�ce teacher work room and should only be
filled out for major behavior o�enses by the adult who witnessed the

inappropriate action.

Review of Behavior Data

Graden utilizes the SWIS data to generate a monthly report of our Big 5 Data.
The Big 5 Data provides statistics regarding individual student behavior,

including problem behaviors, locations problem behaviors occurred, time of
day, as well as average referrals per day per month. Graden makes informed
decisions using this data to guide and implement behavior interventions to

support students.
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PBIS Q&A Google Form

The link is shared in the weekly sta� bulletin to provide clarification and refine
processes when needed. It serves as a systematic  way to collect questions and

share answers with the sta�. It also helps to guide continuous professional
development for sta� based on the questions submitted.

PBIS Communication with Stakeholders

PBIS is a primary focus in all forms of schoolwide communication to
stakeholders. Updates and snippets of learning connected to PBIS are

included in the monthly family and community newsletter, in the Weekly
Sta� Bulletin, and on the Graden Elementary School website.
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Schoolwide Forms

Beginning of Year Fidelity Checklist
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MTSS Process - Behavior
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Classroom Expectation Data Collection Tool
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Buddy Classroom Assignments


